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CUSTOMER FEEDBACK

“Password Secure takes a lot of pressure off IT: Where employees previously had to remember up to 20 passwords, now one click is all it 

takes to log in – without the employee even knowing the password.”

Deutsche Plasser

Insecure password practices are a top vector for adversaries to slip into your IT environment. Strengthen data security, 
enhance your compliance posture, and improve user productivity by securely storing and managing login credentials across 
your organization. Reduce the burden on IT teams by enabling them to monitor password usage and prove compliance 
from a single console. Password Secure is an essential tool for businesses to protect against cyber threats, improve 
efficiency, and simplify password management.

Cloud-based password managers 
have proven to be insecure and 
have become a popular target for 
hackers. Ensure the safety of your 
most important secrets by storing 
them on-premises. 

Make it easy for users to maintain 
strong passwords and log on in a 
single click. Empower teams to 
securely share passwords, keys, 
profiles, and other confidential 
information. 

Enable users to securely access their 
passwords — no matter which 
platform and device they are using. 
And give IT teams a single console to 
manage and monitor it all.

STRENGTHEN SECURITY DRIVE PRODUCTIVITY SUPPORT FLEXIBLE WORK
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EASY ACCESS SECURE SHARING

ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL STRONG PASSWORDS

HOW IS NETWRIX PASSWORD 
SECURE DIFFERENT?

SCALABILITY

netwrix.com/social

Netwrix Password Secure 
synchronizes passwords across all 
platforms and devices so users can 
access them securely from anywhere, 
even offline, and log in simply by 
clicking the browser extension.

With RBAC support, you can define 
different levels of access to the 
password database based on the 
user's role, ensuring that users have 
access only to the resources they 
need to perform their job functions.

Identify insecure passwords and 
prevent users from choosing new 
passwords that do not comply with 
your policies.

SIMPLE ADMINISTRATION SATISFY AUDITORS

Administrators can manage and 
monitor everything from a single 
console. 

Every password related event is saved, 
so proving compliance with today's 
stringent password requirements is 
quick and easy with detailed reports 
on password changes. 

Empower users to securely share 
passwords, keys, profiles, and other 
secrets with their teammates — and 
nobody else.

Netwrix Password Secure is 
highly customizable to fit your 
environment and operating 
practices — and support you as 
your needs evolve.

FLEXIBILITY 

Netwrix Password Secure is 
managed by your business to 
meet your needs. It can be 
installed where you need, on 
premises or in the cloud but 
remains 100% under your 
control with passwords stored 
on-premises.

FAST ROI

Netwrix Password Secure deploys 
quickly, across even the largest 
organizations, with our “configure, 
don’t code” approach.
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